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The frequency dependence of the electric-field-induced magneto-optical Faraday effect is investigated in
the magnetoelectric antiferromagnet chromia. Two electrically induced Faraday signals superimpose in
proportion to the linear magnetoelectric susceptibility α and the antiferromagnetic order parameter η. The
relative strength of these contributions is determined by the frequency of the probing light and can be tuned
between extreme characteristics following the temperature dependence of α or η. The frequency
dependence is analyzed in terms of electric dipole transitions of perturbed Cr3þ crystal-field states.
The results allow us to measure voltage-controlled selection, isothermal switching, and temperature
dependence of η in a tabletop setup. The voltage-specific Faraday rotation is independent of the sample
thickness, making the method scalable and versatile down to the limit of dielectric breakdown.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.5.031001

Electric-field-induced Faraday rotation is a fascinating
phenomenon in magnetoelectrics with antiferromagnetic
(AFM) spin order. Little is known about the dispersion of
this magneto-optical effect. Theory suggests that dispersion
can be utilized to tune into a regime where the Faraday
signal is proportional to the AFM order parameter η.
Measuring the orientation of η is a notoriously difficult
problem in condensed-matter physics. This is largely
because perfect AFM spin order leads to vanishing net
magnetization, thus, ruling out standard magnetometry as a
characterization technique. Experiments discriminating
two degenerate AFM 180° domains have proven challenging. This holds particularly in thin-film magnetism where
AFM constituents allow for the potentially advantageous
variation of AFM spintronics [1–3] or applications such as
voltage-controlled ultra-low-power spintronics [4–6].
Established methods which allow the measurement of η
include neutron diffraction, x-ray linear magnetic dichroism (XMLD), and optical second-harmonic generation.
Both neutron diffraction and XMLD require large-scale
research facilities. While neutron-diffraction topography
suffers from the need of long exposure times [7], XMLD
has other shortcomings. It senses spin alignment via charge
distribution [8,9]. The situation has been improved with the
advent of nonlinear optical topography first applied for the
magnetoelectric (ME) antiferromagnet Cr2 O3 (chromia)
[10]. In ME antiferromagnets, time and spatial inversion
symmetry are broken below the Néel temperature T N . Their
combined application leaves the AFM spin structure
invariant [11]. These symmetry requirements allow for
electric-field- (E-) induced magnetization μ0 M ¼ α E,
where α is the ME susceptibility. Fiebig et al. [12] were
able to generalize their method when relaxing the previously required symmetry constraints of ME antiferromagnets through extrinsic experimental refinements. This
improvement makes second-harmonic generation a
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powerful method of topography. It lacks, however, the
ability to determine the sign of η. In addition, all of the
above methods are not suitable for investigations of thinfilm samples.
In this Letter, we investigate the dc electric-field-induced
Faraday effect (EFIF) and its dispersion. Specifically, the
temperature (T) dependence of the Faraday rotation Θ of
the ME antiferromagnet chromia is studied on variation of
the frequency ω of the probing light. A fundamental insight
gained from the analysis of ΘðTÞ for light frequencies
10 000 < ω < 12 500 cm−1 is the ability to tune ω into a
regime where Θ ∝ η. With this finding, we establish a
compact method sensitive to measure the sign and magnitude of η in the ME antiferromagnet chromia and potentially
other ME antiferromagnets [13]. Our results demonstrate
dispersion of the EFIF and enable voltage-controlled selection, isothermal switching, and measurement of the T
dependence of η. These capabilities have significance for
the investigation of AFM spin structures and the development of applications aiming at voltage control of memory
and logical states via switching of AFM domain states.
Recently, nonvolatile ultra-low-power memory and logical
devices have been proposed. They employ the ME effect and
the associated voltage-controlled AFM order-parameter
switching in thin-film heterostructures for virtually dissipationless switching of state variables. ME devices encode
information in remnant and, thus, nonvolatile magnetization
states providing additional functionality over CMOS counterparts. In ME devices, voltage-controlled nonlinear switching of boundary magnetization, a generic property of ME
antiferromagnets [14–16], is mapped onto voltage-controlled
switching between remnant magnetization of an adjacent
ferromagnetic (FM) thin film through quantum-mechanical
exchange at the AFM/FM interface. It gives rise to voltagecontrolled exchange bias [15,17,18] enabling, e.g., ultralow-power ME magnetic random-access memory, majority
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gates, and other ME variations of memory and logic device
applications [4,5].
The Faraday effect is, next to the Kerr effect, among the
commonly exploited methods to characterize magnetic
materials. The Faraday and Kerr effects are in the class
of rare nonreciprocal optical phenomena [19,20]. Faraday
rotation refers to the rotation of the polarization plane of
linearly polarized light transmitted through a magnetized
sample. ME antiferromagnets show an E-field-induced
Faraday effect [21]. In contrast to ordinary Faraday
rotation, EFIF takes place in the absence of an applied
magnetic field or sample inherent magnetization. Two
distinct mechanisms constitute the total E-field-induced
rotation. These are the magnetization induced by the ME
effect with a T dependence following αðTÞ and an E-fieldinduced pseudo-Stark effect, which creates rotation with a
T dependence proportional to ηðTÞ. The understanding of
EFIF is best developed for the archetypical ME antiferromagnet Cr2 O3 [11,21,22]. Despite the groundbreaking
previous work, experimental investigations of dispersion
of EFIF are still lacking, even in the archetypical Cr2 O3 .
It is the prime objective of this work to fill in this gap. To
bring our experiments in the context of the theoretical
framework, we briefly recapitulate the phenomenology and
microscopic origin of the EFIF [21].
EFIF, like all Faraday rotation, originates from the difference Δn ¼ nþ − n− in the refractive indices for positive (þ)
and negative (−) circularly polarized light. Δn can be traced
back to the presence of complex off-diagonal elements in the
dielectric tensor ϵij. The elements ϵxy ¼ −ϵyx can be
expressed as ϵxy ¼ igz , where gz is the z component of
the gyrotropic vector. In uniaxial ferromagnets with magnetization M along the z axis, Faraday rotation is proportional to M in accordance with gz ∝ M and gz ≪ ϵxx .
In analogy to Faraday rotation in uniaxial ferromagnets,
one expects for a uniaxial antiferromagnet with sublattice
magnetizations M A;B that gz ¼ 2ðpA M A þ pB MB Þ, where z
corresponds to the c axis in chromia. In Ez ¼ 0, the
coefficients pA;B are degenerate according to pA ¼
pB ¼ p. Because MB ¼ −MA , in zero fields this perfect
opposition of sublattice magnetizations yields vanishing
Faraday rotation in antiferromagnets. Note that although η
of chromia is composed from four sublattices [21], it is
sufficient for our purpose to distinguish sites with up and
down spins [21]. An applied electric field Ez induces Θ ≠ 0
in H ¼ 0 for ME antiferromagnets such as chromia. In
chromia, the E field displaces the Cr3þ ions along the
threefold c axis moving them into different crystal-field
environments. The dissimilar crystal field lifts the degeneracy of A (up spins) and B sites (down spins) resulting
in pA;B ¼ p  qEz [21]. When eliminating MA;B in gz ¼
2ðpA MA þ pB M B Þ via M z ¼ M A þ MB ¼ αEz and η ¼
MA − M B , the z component of the gyrotropic vector reads
gz ¼ 2ðpαEz þ qηEz Þ. It provides the phenomenological
functional form

Θ ¼ KdðpαEz þ qηEz Þ;

ð1Þ

of EFIF, where K is a proportionality constant.
Microscopically, Faraday effects are based on electric
dipole transitions [23]. From crystal-field theory of chromium trihalides and similar for chromia, it is known that an
appreciable Faraday effect originates from the average
dipole moment of d-d transitions [21,24]. In chromia,
these are the transitions between the ground state 4 A2 and
excited states of 4 T 2 type of the Cr3þ ions. The 4 A2 and 4 T 2
states split in the trigonal crystal field perturbed by spinorbit interaction and exchange interaction. In addition, they
experience a Stark-like shift in response to an applied E
field [21]. Based on this crystal-field theory, the ω
dependence of p and q has been worked out and reads


3
X
aAi ðαÞ
2πω 2
1
pðωÞ ¼
p
; ð2Þ
−
nℏc α ω2CðαÞ − ω2 i¼1 ω2Ai ðαÞ − ω2
(
)
0
3 a2
2πω 2 jA01 jðχ 0 þ χ C Þ X
Ai ðαÞ jA1 jðχ 0 þ χ Ai Þ
qðωÞ ¼
p
−
;
nℏc α ðω2CðαÞ − ω2 Þ2 i¼1 ðω2Ai ðαÞ − ω2 Þ2
ð3Þ
where ωCðαÞ and ωAi ðαÞ are transition frequencies from the
ground state to the states CðαÞ ¼ Cðm ¼ 5=2Þ and
A1;2;3 ðαÞ ¼ A1;2;3 ðm ¼ 1=2Þ, respectively. Here, m is
the quantum number of the z component of the angular
momentum. The notation in Eqs. (2) and (3) is adopted
from Ref. [21]. Specifically, jA01 jðχ 0 þ χ Ai Þ quantifies the
pseudo-Stark splitting, i.e., a mere positive (negative)
E-field-induced linear shift between the energy levels, of
the levels of Cr3þ ions on the A (B) sides excited via
circularly polarized light. Next, we provide an approximation for p=q using assumptions previously applied in
Ref. [21]. Considering that the splitting of the 4 T 2 level
in the trigonal field is much greater than the spin-orbit
splitting, it follows for the square of the transition-matrix
elements α2A2 ≈ α2A3 ≈ 0. From the previous assumption
that a mixing of wave functions is virtually identical for the
most relevant excited states C and A follows χ C ≈ χ A . With
these approximations, p=q simplifies into
pðωÞ
1
ðω2C − ω2 Þðω2A − ω2 Þ
¼ 0
:
qðωÞ jA1 jðχ 0 þ χ C Þ ω2A − ω2 þ aA1 ðω2C − ω2 Þ

ð4Þ

We experimentally explore the ω dependence of
Eq. (4) via spectroscopy of EFIF by utilizing laser light
sources with wavelengths λ ¼ 804, 830, 852, 905, 940, and
980 nm. The setup is shown in Fig. 1. We employ
photoelastic modulation and a phase-sensitive lock-in
technique to measure the EFIF effect. The polarizationmodulated light is transmitted along the c axis of the
chromia sample which resides in a custom-made ultra-high
vacuum chamber with optical windows.
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FIG. 1. Optical setup for EFIF effect. L, laser; P, polarizer;
PEM, photoelastic modulator; M, electromagnet; S, sample
inside ultra-high vacuum chamber; A, analyzer with automated
rotational stage; PD, photodetector; DMM, digital multimeter;
LIA, lock-in amplifier.

Prior to each measurement, the (0001)-oriented chromia
single crystal, which has a semitransparent platinum
electrode deposited on each (0001) surface, is prepared
in an AFM single-domain state via ME annealing [25].
Electric (E ¼ 3 kV=mm) and magnetic fields
(μ0 H ¼ 150 mT) are simultaneously applied along the
[0001] direction (c axis) on cooling from T ¼ 340 K >
T N ¼ 308 K to T ¼ 280 K < T N . Cooling takes place at
speed jdT=dtj < 5 K= min to avoid quenching into a
multidomain state. ME annealing selects the registration
of η through the sign of the sufficiently large EH product.
At T ¼ 280 K, when long-range AFM order has been
established, fields are switched off and cooling continues in
E ¼ H ¼ 0 to T ≈ 100 K. Once the system equilibrates,
EFIF is measured on heating.
Figure 2 shows a typical result of the T-dependent EFIF
measured with laser light of λ ¼ 980 nm. At each temperature, Θ vs applied voltage V is measured. dc electric fields
E ¼ V=d are applied along the c axis through quasistatic
variation of applied voltages within 50 V < V < 1500 V
where d ¼ 0.5 mm is the thickness of the chromia single
crystal. Note that our dc technique, although experimentally
more challenging than ac techniques, has particular advantages. In a dc measurement, Θ vs V rather than dΘ=dV vs V
is measured. Even though the implications of this fundamental difference are not further investigated in this Letter, it
is worth mentioning that Θ vs V is free from dynamic
anomalies and sensitive to V-independent Θ contributions.
An important example is the Θ contribution originating from
boundary magnetization which accompanies the bulk AFM
order parameter in ME antiferromagnets [15,16]. The dc
method has the capability to correlate boundary magnetization and η. A representative data set of a quasistatic Θ vs V
measurement at T ¼ 250 K is shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
The Θ vs V isotherm determines the individual data point
circled in the main panel of Fig. 2. In accordance with
Eq. (1), Θ depends linearly on E and, thus, linearly on V.
Hence, a linear best fit of Θ vs V provides the voltagespecific (Sp.) EFIF dΘ=dV according to
dΘ dΘ dE
¼
¼ Kðpα þ qηÞ:
dV dE dV

ð5Þ

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the Sp. EFIF of Cr2 O3
measured with light of 980-nm wavelength for the two degenerate
AFM single-domain states with positive (squares) and negative
(circles) η selected via field cooling in EH < 0 and EH > 0.
Solid lines show best fits of Eq. (5). Dashed line shows
contribution proportional to αðTÞ. Dot-dashed line shows component proportional to ηðTÞ. The inset displays EFIF as a function
of applied voltage measured at T ¼ 250 K.

Note that dΘ=dV is a thickness-independent-specific
Faraday rotation. Invariance of dΘ=dV with respect to
thickness scaling makes this method suitable for thin-film
investigations, provided the dielectric properties of the
films allow maintaining voltages similar to those applied
in the bulk single crystal. While high voltages at the
nanoscale are out of reach, electric fields in excess of
250 kV=mm have been applied across chromia (0001)
films corresponding to voltages >100 V for films of
<500 nm thickness [17,18]. The squares and circles in
Fig. 2 show dΘ=dV vs T for the two distinct 180° singledomain states selected by respective ME annealing in
EH < 0 (squares) and EH > 0 (circles). The two data sets
show virtually perfect mirror symmetry relative to the T
axis, reflecting the fact that both α and η flip sign when
switching from one AFM single-domain state to the
degenerate other. The prominent cutoff behavior in
dΘ=dV vs T given by dΘ=dV ¼ 0 for T > T N indicates
that α ¼ η ¼ 0 above T N . This T-dependence is in accordance with the necessary condition that EFIF requires
broken time inversion symmetry as a result of spontaneous
symmetry breaking accompanying the second-order AFM
to paramagnetic phase transition.
The solid lines in Fig. 2 are least-squares fits of Eq. (5) to
the dΘ=dV vs T data. In order to convert Eq. (5) into
an explicit T-dependent function, we employ ηðTÞ ¼
η0 ðT N − TÞβ with β ¼ 0.355 (Fig. 2 dot-dashed line)
[26]. To obtain a parameter-free function for αðTÞ, we
employ the phenomenological product representation α ¼
α0 ηðTÞχðTÞ of the parallel ME susceptibility [27]. Here, α0
is a constant, and χðTÞ is the parallel magnetic susceptibility. We use an analytic approximation given by the
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of Sp. EFIF probed with light
at (a) 804, (b) 830, (c) 852, (d) 905, (e) 940, and (f) 980 nm,
respectively. Circles represent data points obtained from isothermal EFIF measurements, respectively. Solid lines show best
fits of Eq. (5). Respective ratios of the two free-fitting parameters
are summarized in Table I.

FIG. 4. (a) Ratio of the fitting parameters p=q as a function of
frequency (wavelength) of the probing light. Solid line is the best
fit of Eq. (4). (b) Isothermal Θ vs V data measured at T ¼ 305 K
following the field protocol shown in (c), which results in
switching of η between η > 0 (circles) and η < 0 (squares).

Firgau formula, which is exact for Ising models on a Bethe
lattice. The Firgau approximation is of sufficient accuracy
because details of the criticality leave the global T
dependence of the EFIF virtually unaffected [28,29]. The
analytic expression αðTÞ ¼ α0 ηðTÞχðTÞ is fitted to experimental data of the ME susceptibility measured by Borisov
et al. [30] with the help of a modified ac superconducting
quantum-interference device method of high accuracy and
precision [30]. The result of this fit is shown in Fig. 2
(dashed line). It becomes a parameter-free input for the
least-squares fit of Eq. (5) to our Sp. EFIF data. The leastsquares fit of Eq. (5) involves the free parameters P1 ¼
K · p and P2 ¼ K · q. The results show perfect agreement
with our data within their noise level. The fit allows
decomposition of dΘ=dV vs T for each wavelength into
the ME and the order-parameter component, respectively.
The components provide the ratio p=q.
Figures 3(a)–3(f) show the dΘ=dV vs T data and
corresponding best fits for λ ¼ 804, 830, 852, 905, 940,
and 980 nm, respectively. The resulting ratios p=q of the
least-squares fits are summarized in Table I and plotted in
Fig. 4(a) (circles) as functions of light frequency (and
wavelength). We fit the data points using Eq. (4) to
determine ωC ¼ 11 584 cm−1 , ωA ¼ 11 213 cm−1 , and
the value of the matrix element aA1 ¼ −0.904. The results
of the best fits agree with the assumptions ωC ≈ ωA and
jaA1 j ∼ 1. The latter is in accordance with α2A2 ≈ α2A3 ≈ 0 due
to the constraint α2A1 þ α2A2 þ α2A3 ¼ 1.

The frequency dependence of p=q shown in Fig. 4(a)
implies p=q → 0 for light frequencies near ω ¼
11 050 cm−1 (λ ¼ 905 nm). Here, the EFIF is directly
proportional to η, as reflected by the order-parameter
characteristics of dΘ=dV vs T in Fig. 3(d). It is interesting
to note that dΘ=dV maximizes at λ ¼ 905 nm (see Fig. 3)
together with the minimizing of p=q. This correlation is
consistent with the crystal-field theory predicting large
Faraday rotation near the same d-d transitions which
determine the dispersion of the EFIF. It is tempting to
assume that the transition frequencies entering Eq. (4) can
be inferred from the optical absorption spectrum measured
in Ref. [31] in E ¼ 0. However, it is important to keep in
mind that the pseudo-Stark shift has a drastic but hitherto illquantified effect on ωC and ωA as reported in Refs. [21,32].
It prevents a quantitative comparison between our fitting
results and the spectroscopy in E ¼ 0. The possibility to tune
into the regime where the T dependence of dΘ=dV is solely
determined by ηðTÞ makes electric-field-induced Faraday
rotation an ideal tool to study the AFM order parameter.
Additionally, EFIF, in general, is a tabletop technique to
distinguish the two 180° AFM single-domain states, not just
as a domain contrast but in terms of the sign of η of an
individual AFM single domain. Of particular interest is
monitoring isothermal switching of η shown in Fig. 4(b). An
AFM single-domain state with η > 0 has been selected via
ME annealing from T ¼ 340 to 305 K in E ¼ 1.6 kV=mm
and μ0 H ¼ −110 mT. After annealing [see Fig. 4(c) for

TABLE I.

Summary of the fitting result.

Wavelength (nm)
−1

Frequency (cm )
p=q

804

830

852

905

940

980

12 437.8
1.429

12 048.2
0.633

11 737.1
0.165

11 049.7
−0.001

10 638.3
1.188

10 204.1
2.974
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protocol], the fields are removed, and Θ vs V is measured
isothermally [circles in Fig. 4(b)]. The positive slope of Θ vs
V indicates that annealing selected an AFM single-domain
state with η > 0. Next, the sample is exposed at T ¼ 305 K
to an axial field product EH > 0 within E ¼ 1.6 kV=mm
and μ0 H ¼ þ110 mT resulting in a Θ vs V isotherm of
negative slope [squares in Fig. 4(b)]. The change in slope is
indicative of isothermal switching into a single-domain state
with η < 0.
Gyrotropic birefringence has been proposed to measure
η in chromia. However, the difference in rotation of the
indicatrix associated with the AFM order and the resulting
contribution to the birefringence are small and plagued by
parasitic background signals hampering any attempt to
quantitatively investigate ηðTÞ [22]. In contrast, the simplicity and scalability of EFIF opens the unique possibility
to employ the method for technologically relevant AFM
thin films.
In conclusion, we investigate dispersion of the electricfield-induced Faraday effect in the magnetoelectric antiferromagnet Cr2 O3 and experimentally verify the frequency
dependence predicted in the framework of a crystal-field
theory. Our spectroscopic data confirm that the Faraday
signal is composed of two electric-field-induced components, which exhibit the temperature dependence of the
magnetoelectric susceptibility and the antiferromagnetic
order parameter of Cr2 O3 . We demonstrate that the two
contributions depend dissimilarly on the frequency of the
probing light and analyze our data in the framework of
electric dipole transitions between crystal-field states of
the magnetic Cr3þ ion. We demonstrate that selection
of the laser light frequency allows tuning into a regime
where the specific Faraday rotation is directly proportional to
the antiferromagnetic order parameter. This capability enables a convenient, tabletop approach to measure the antiferromagnetic order parameter and its switching, e.g., by
pure electrical means. The implications range from domain
topography, to reference-free measurement of the orientation
of the antiferromagnetic order parameter, to measurements
of its isothermal switching. Voltage-controlled switching of
the antiferromagnetic spin structure enables spintronic devices such as ultra-low-power magnetic random-access
memories, majority gates, and logical devices.
Understanding of the voltage-induced reversal of the order
parameter in magnetoelectric antiferromagnets is of key
importance to advance this promising branch of voltagecontrolled spintronics.
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